Our Library of Things. It is an item or group of items that have a use or utility—such as a bicycle pump or Bird Watching Kit.

Our S.T.E.M. Kits include activities to do at home that provide engaging hands-on learning.

Our Memory/Reminisce kits are designed to be used by caregivers and activity professionals, they are intended to spark memories and encourage conversation about your loved one’s favorite things.
# POPULAR CIRCULATING KITS

## "THINGS" TO BORROW

- **Microscope**
- **Portable Record Player**
- **Video to Digital Converter** (VHS player to USB storage) device required.
- **Telescope**
- **Metal Detector**
- **RockJam Bongos**
- **Thermal Leak Detector**
- **Wall Stud Finder**
- **Bicycle Tire Pump**
- **Bird Watching Kit**

## STEM Kits

- **Brain**
- **Geology Kit**
- **Simple Machines**
- **Newton's Laws**
- **Human Body**
- **Skeleton**
- **Botley**
- **Cubetto Coding**
- **Makey Makey**
- **Osmo Coding**
- **Sphero Robotics**
- **Snap Circuit board with activities.**

## Memory / Reminisce Kits

- **Dogs & Cats**
- **Summer & Beach**
- **Dude**
- **Vegetable garden**
- **Birds**
- **Tools**
- **Kitchen**
- **Baking**
- **1950’s**
- **1960’s**
- **Groovy**

## Terms

Items from the Library of Things can be checked out for one week at a time with the option to renew once. Additional details are included in the Circulation Guidelines and Agreement (provided at checkout or earlier upon request).
FEATURED CIRCULATING KITS

Video to Digital Converter VHS player and USB storage

VHS to USB converter Adapter provides a link between a PC and a video device with RCA connector or S-Video connector, such as VHS, VCR, DVD. Capture high picture quality Video & Audio through popular USB 2.0 audio/video interface and not need external power.

Cubetto Educational Coding Robot

The Cubetto Educational Coding Robot is a friendly wooden robot, powered by a playful programming language that you can touch. It is Montessori approved, and LOGO Turtle inspired. Ages 3+

Telescope

When your eyes just aren’t enough and there’s a whole new world to explore, borrow a telescope!
FEATURED CIRCULATING KITS

Electricity

VA large programmable Snap Circuit board with activities. Ages 8+

Makey-Makey Kit

Turn the world into a keyboard with this introduction to engineering. Computer required. Ages 8+

Metal Detector

Metal detectors can find property stakes, sprinkler heads, lost keys, and other metal objects underneath the surface.

Ask to see our display in the library for a more detailed description!